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While the Internet Technology Revolution (ITR) of the 1980/90s and the emerging Network
Technology Revolution (NTR) originated in America, these technology revolutions are no longer
unique to the United States. China represents the greatest U.S. near-peer competitor for NTR global
dominance with emphasis on mastering the emerging digital economy in order to elevate hundreds
of millions of rural poor from poverty. China’s transition from a physical (mainly manufacturing)
economy to a digital economy is both rapid and impressive. Jobenomics contends that China’s
unified economic strategic vision and public-private partnership is more mature and competitive
than the United States’ business-as-usual approach.
According to President Xi’s opening address of the 2016 G20 Summit in Hangzhou, China,
“Modernizing a big country with a population of more than 1.3 billion is an endeavor never
undertaken in the history of mankind....turning China into the world’s second biggest economy, the
biggest trader of goods and the third largest direct overseas investor.” 1

Gross Domestic Product

Based on Purchasing Power Parity

Based largely on China’s manufacturing and employment miracle, China recently overtook the United
States in GDP purchasing power parity (i.e., relative value of the U.S. dollar compared to the Chinese
yuan) to become the world’s most powerful economy. While China has reached parity with the
United States in GDP purchasing power parity, it still is a developing country with a GDP per capita of
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only $15,368 compared to $57,766 for the United States.2 According to McKinsey & Company, the
explosive growth of China’s emerging middle class is not over yet. By 2022, McKinsey estimates that
more than 75% of China’s urban consumers will earn middle-class wages from $9,000 to $34,000 a
year—up from only 4% in year 2000. In purchasing-power-parity terms, this wage range is between
the average income of Brazil and Italy. 3
As the Chinese have proven, small business creation provides for income opportunity and wealth
creation for many hundreds of million people. Over the last two decades, the Chinese have been able
to lift 700 million people out of poverty. However, this is the past. The future is not so certain.
President Xi agrees and stated in his G20 opening remarks that China has reached a “deep water zone
where tough challenges must be met”. The manufacturing miracle that has lifted so many people out
of poverty is replete with challenges including overcapacity, pollution, debt, inefficient state-owned
enterprises and a middle-income trap.
A slowing international global economy, lower exports, increasing competition and protectionism
exacerbate the challenge to economic reform. According to Xi, China has reached a new historical
starting point, a new normal, which requires China to both reform foster new drivers of economic
and social development. As part of China Five Year Plan, the guiding principle for China’s economic
future, as articulated by Xi, is termed “supply-side economic reform”. Unlike the Reaganomics free
market definition of supply-side economics, the Chinese version calls for more central planning of the
economy and changing the Chinese economy’s growth drivers, growth model and economic structure
to a digital age innovation-driven development strategy. As stated by Xi, “the combination of the
virtual (digital) economy and the real economy will bring revolutionary changes to our way of work
and way of life.”

China’s Strategic Challenge
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From a Network Technology Revolution perspective, China’s strategic challenge is balancing income
disparities between the rural poor and increasingly affluent urban middle-class. Today, China has
over 635 million people in rural areas compared to 59 million in the United States. Providing internet
services to rural communities is more of a challenge than metropolitan areas with more resources
and better infrastructure.
While making significant progress over the last decade, China’s percentage of internet users (49.3%)
is only slightly better than the world average (40.7%) and significantly below the United States
(87.4%). Of the 649 million Internet Chinese users, 86% (557 million) accessed the internet by
phone. 4 Undaunted by these limitations, China is assiduously exploiting the Network Technology
Revolution not only to overcome domestic inequities but to become a world-class model for the rest
of the world, including the United States that has comparable challenges in balancing inequalities
between rich/poor and urban/rural American communities.
According to The Center for Global Enterprise (CGE), an international nonprofit research institution,
there are 176 platform companies worldwide, each with a market valuation of over $1 billion, worth
a total of $4.3 trillion in 2016. Asia is the home of 82 companies with a market value of $930 billion,
followed by North America with 64 companies valued at $3,123 billion, Europe with 27 companies
valued at $181 billion and the rest of the world with 4 companies valued at $69 billion. 5

Major Network Platform Companies 2016

China and the United States dominate the worldwide network platform business with 64 and 63
major companies respectfully. China’s platform companies include major integrated platform
conglomerates (Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu and Xiaomi) and scores of smaller transactional companies
(e-tailing, e-commerce, entertainment, etc.). U.S. major companies (Apple, Google, Microsoft,
Amazon, Facebook and a dozen others) are currently much larger and have a greater global reach.
The U.S. platform companies are not only integrated and transactional, but are also foundational in
terms of innovation and investment. An innovation platform is a technology, product or service that
serves as a foundation on top of which other firms develop complementary technologies, products or
4
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services. To a large extent, China’s platform companies have been built on U.S. foundational
platforms. However, China’s platform companies are becoming more integrated and innovative at a
breathtaking pace within a government-backed strategic framework that is being implemented across
China.
China’s Strategic NTR Framework can best be characterized by Chinese Premier Li’s March 2015
address when he urged the Chinese people to “ignite the innovative drive of hundreds of millions of
people”. According to the Hong Kong Economic Journal, the oldest and preeminent Chinese business
newspaper, Premier Li was referring mainly to the “new China” that is driven by China’s online
revolution (aka the Network Technology Revolution). 6
As a result central government planning, municipalities across China have designated 129 special
high-tech zones that have been approved by the State Council and are equipped with the latest NTR
technologies, processes and systems to enable mass production of innovative and entrepreneurial
startups. The United States has four analogous high-tech hubs in San Francisco (Silicon Valley), New
York City, Boston and Seattle.
China has 1.4 billion citizens compared to America’s 320 million. Both countries have approximately
20 million students enrolled in higher education. However, China’s higher education growth rate has
been explosive—up from 1.4% in 1978 to 20% in 2015 7—and is likely to continue expanding at
current rates with a state-driven, high-technology curriculum emphasis. According to U.S. National
Science Foundation, China is the world's number-one producer of undergraduates with degrees in
science and engineering (49% of all Chinese bachelor's degrees compared to 33% in the United
States). 8
Chinese students now make up 31% of all international college students at U.S. universities, according
to data from the Institute of International Education. In the 2013/2014 school year, 304,040 Chinese
students studied in the U.S., an increase of 10.8% from the previous year and a five-fold increase over
the previous decade. In the 2013/2014 school year, 13,763 U.S. students studied in China, a decrease
of 4.5% from the previous year. Fields of study for international students in America are Business &
Management (20%), Engineering (20%), Math & Computer Science (12%) and Intensive English (5%)—
fields necessary to compete in the global digital economy. Approximately two-thirds are enrolled in
undergraduate programs and one-third in post-graduate (Master’s, Doctoral and Professional)
programs.9
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Chinese R&D and S&T Growth

According to statistics from both the U.S. National Science Foundation and the Chinese National
Bureau of Statistics (NBS), the growth of Chinese technology has explosive over the last several
decades. 10 11 This growth is likely to continue unabated with more and more R&D and S&T focused
on the Network Technology Revolution and related e-commerce and service industries. According
China’s Administration for Industry and Commerce, in 2015, China created over 4.4 million new
companies, a 22% gain over the previous year, of which 78% were service industry startups. 12 China’s
service industries now account for about half of China’s GDP valued added by industry, whereas
manufacturing equates to about one-third value added, according to the NBS.
China’s Access to Digital Toolsets and Intellectual Capital. Digital toolsets and intellectual capital
are largely free for the taking. According to James McQuivey, Vice President at Forrester Research
and the leading analyst tracking the development of digital disruption, China has a well-trained,
motivated and entrepreneurial labor force that has access to technologies, distribution partners,
supply chains and physical infrastructure that “China didn’t have to pay for because the rest of the
world had already seen fit to create them”. 13
What can’t be freely received can be relatively easily acquired (or hacked) in today’s global economy.
According to Randall Coleman, the FBI’s Counterintelligence Division, “China is the most dominant
threat we face from economic espionage”. In 2015, the FBI experienced a sharp spike of economic
espionage investigations (up over 53% over last year) and that China’s state-sponsored statesanctioned corporate espionage constituted the bulk of the thefts. 14 15
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China’s state-driven economic masters are skilled at one-way transactions. If a company wants to do
business in China, intellectual capital transfer is part of doing business. For example, in order for
Boeing to sell airplanes in China, it is required to manufacture significant portions of the airframe in
China along with providing the intellectual capital to do so. The same is true in the digital economy.
However, Chinese e-commerce sights are largely closed to imported products and services, but wide
open to exported Chinese products and services.
Many major U.S. corporations are now voluntarily training Chinese how to compete in the global
digital economy. For example, Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO, has visited China a half-dozen times since he
took over for Steve Jobs (who never visited China) in 2011. 16 In 2016, Cook visited China twice and
announced that Apple will build its first Asia-Pacific research and development center in the country,
largely to boost its flagging iPhone Chinese sales. Sales in Greater China, once touted as Apple's next
growth engine, decreased by a third in mid-2016, after having more than doubled a year earlier.
According to Reuters, to further curry favor with Beijing, in May 2016, Apple announced an
investment of $1 billion on a ride-hailing application made by Didi Chuxing, a Chinese transportation
network company headquartered in Beijing and major competitor to American-based Uber in
China. 17 In July 2016, Uber decided to pull the plug in China and merged with Didi Chuxing. Apple is
also translating its hardware operating language (iOS) into Mandarin Chinese to make it easier for 850
million native Mandarin speakers to build iOS apps and compete in the highly lucrative app market
that is currently dominated by American app developers. In defense of Apple’s Mandarin initiative,
the iPhone is China’s leading high-end smartphone. In addition, the United States has more appsrelated job openings than it can fill. American companies in the medical, health and business services
fields have shortfalls of over 50%.
It remains to be seen if Chinese app developers will augment or replace U.S. workers in this vital
industry. A win-win proposition will require a balanced, reciprocal and transparent playing field.
President Reagan used the Russian proverb doveryai no proveryai (trust, but verify) when dealing
with the Russians. Perhaps, American politicians and business leaders should be familiar with the
equivalent term in Chinese, xìnrèn, dàn yào héchá, when dealing with emerging NTR technologies,
processes and systems that underpin the rapidly evolving global digital economy.
Retrospectively, the trust-but-verify adage has proven to be wise advice for many American
companies that have invested billions of NTR-related dollars in China. While China continues to the
largest market for Apple’s iPhone, other U.S. companies have not fared as well including Google,
Facebook, Amazon and Uber. Each company has their own version regarding their failed attempt to
exploit the world’s largest emerging market. Some point to the anti-competitiveness aspects of the
Great Firewall, Chinese Internet surveillance and censorship laws that were designed to protect China
15
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from network malfeasance. 18 Others point to Chinese domestic competition that is aided and
abetted by the Chinese government. Others claim that their Chinese partners draft on initial Western
investment and create clones or knockoffs to usurp the market after it matures and risks are reduced.
The Chinese response to these claims is that Chinese markets have always been for the Chinese.
One-way transactions were and will continue to be a Chinese priority until the Chinese economy is
fully developed. From a Chinese perspective, a better adage is caveat venditor (let the seller beware)
or ràng màijiā yào dāngxīn in Chinese.
Running any kind of social network in China, especially as a foreign company, is extremely formidable
business proposition. Chinese e-commerce companies are advantaged by anti-competition Western
policies, like the government’s Great Firewall, the main instrument to achieve internet censorship in
China, Chinese media bias, public support of things made in China and the lack of understanding on
Chinese cultural norms. WeChat serves as an excellent example. WeChat is China’s leading
messaging app, created and produced by Tencent, dwarfs Facebook’s WhatsApp, the world’s leading
messaging app with 900 million active user, that is freely available in China. WeChat has over 700
monthly users, contains features (voice, browsing, games, purchase and pay online, send money,
manage credit card bills, check news, book appointments or hail a cab) that are tailored to Chinese
users and accounts for more than one-third of all the time spent online by Chinese mobile users,
which will be very difficult and expensive Facebook to offer in China. More importantly, WeChat is an
example of an innovative multi-application provider of interest to Western companies, like Facebook,
Google and Microsoft, which are interested in WeChat as an overall mobile operating system as
opposed to a mere messaging application.
Chinese Investment Capital. China’s strategic vision also includes private sector business investment
as part of a national Public Private Partnership (PPP) initiative to develop China’s infrastructure.
According to the World Bank from 2010 through 2014, gross domestic investment in fixed assets
(plants, machinery, equipment and infrastructure) in China was 48% of GDP compared to 19% in the
United States. China’s gross fixed capital formation has been spectacular, up over tenfold ($409
billion in 2000 to $4.6 trillion in 2014 versus comparable U.S. expenditures of $2.4 trillion in 2000 to
$3.5 trillion in 2014) since year the turn of the century. 19
The bulk of “private sector” investments were from state-owned banks that account for more than
20% of China’s fixed asset investment. Investments from private firms have dropped from a high of
35% in 2006 to 2% as of 2016 in fixed assets as calculated by a percentage increase from a year
earlier. 20 While China’s private investment firms are weary of major physical fixed asset schemes,
they are very interested in financing digital infrastructure initiatives from broadband to e-commerce
to small and micro business development PPPs.
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In regard to the small and micro business PPP investment strategy, the Vice Chairman Zhou of the
China Banking and Regulatory Commission recently stated that “commercial banks must utilize the
government’s current policy to further support their financial services to micro and small businesses”.
Furthermore, Zhou stated that the CBRC had a high tolerance for non-performing micro and small
business loans (currently 3% to 4%) since these businesses are essential to Chinese domestic
economic growth. As of May 2014, micro and small business loans were $3.5 trillion (up 17% from a
year earlier) compared to U.S. small business loans of $0.6 trillion. 21 22
Chinese investment capital does not only come from the quasi-private sector but also from the
Chinese central government itself as part of an effort to spur entrepreneurship and stimulate a
flagging economy. According Bloomberg data, over the last two year the Chinese central government
has opened 1,600 high-tech incubators for startups backed by a $340 billion government-guided
venture capital fund that comes from tax revenue and state-backed loans. In addition to the central
government fund, each of the 23 provinces, 4 municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Chongqing)
and 5 autonomous regions are creating their own venture capital funds. For example, Hubei Province
in Central China raised $30 billion of their $150 billion goal. 23
Chinese investment capital is also being effectively used in American NTR-related startups, like
Snapchat and Lyft. According to CBInsights, a U.S. datamining company, 2015 saw more than 140
deals including $1B+ financings with Chinese investor participation into SoFi, Uber, and AirBnB. As of
May 2016, 40 deals were struck with American tech startups with Chinese investor participation.
Since 2010, California took 280 tech startup Chinese investment deals and New York agreed to 40
deals. The most active Chinese NTR conglomerates included Tencent, Alibaba and Renren. In 2016,
the rate of Chinese investment appears to be slowing to approximately 100 deals as projected by
CBInsights. 24 The mostly likely reason for this slowdown is due to increased Chinese investment in
Chinese NTR-related firms that are integral to the emerging Chinese digital economy.
Chinese Private Sector Support. American companies are currently the NTR world leaders. However,
this is changing. Chinese companies (like Tencent, a social media company; Alibaba and JD.com ecommerce companies; Baidu, a search company; Renren, a social networking service; Xiaomi, the
leading Chinese smartphone manufacturer; and NetEase, an online services company) are rapidly
assuming global NTR leadership in their respective domains.
The Alibaba Group serves as an excellent example-- positioning itself to be a global leading NTR
conglomerate specializing in e-commerce. Started in 1999 by Jack Ma, a former Chinese English
teacher in Hangzhou, Alibaba’s rise has been historic. Today, Alibaba’s twin pillars the Amazon-like
21
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Taobao/Tmall online shopping sites and PayPal-like Alipay online payment system. Alibaba reported
a gross merchandise volume of online sale at $485 billion in FY 2016, which is higher than $482 billion
of revenues reported by Walmart in its fiscal year 2016. 330 million people made purchases on
Alibaba sites last year, spending an average of $1,200. Alipay is now the world’s largest with 400
million registered users compared to 188 million for PayPal. Alibaba is also aggressively expanding
into e-business related R&D, search, cloud computing, smartphones, finance, crowd funding, private
equity, news, messaging, online music, television, motion pictures and sports.
According to Jack Ma, Alibaba was founded “to champion small businesses, in the belief that the
Internet would level the playing field by enabling small enterprises to leverage innovation and
technology to grow and compete more effectively in the domestic and global economies.” Alibaba’s
vision to champion small business creation via the NTR will facilitate prosperity and employment
growth to a far greater extent than Google, Microsoft, CISCO, Facebook, IBM or Apple’s narrower
product and services-oriented mission/value statements. Ma’s strategic vision fits within China’s
strategic framework to become the world’s leading economic power. Founder Jack Ma committed
Alibaba to create 100 million global micro-entrepreneur jobs in 2010s via the emerging digital
economy—he is well on his way to accomplishing this goal in China.25
Jack Ma is also the leading advocate for international e-trade focused on small and medium-sized
businesses worldwide. As Chair of the G20’s SME Development Taskforce 26, Jack Ma pioneered the
concept of an Electronic World Trade Platform (eWTP) that would reduce the threshold effect, faced
by small and medium-sized businesses to participate in cross-border e-trade, also known as cross
border electronic commerce. The problems many small and medium-sized businesses face today in
e-trade include limited access to markets, export opportunities, trade finance, and regulatory
requirements. As envisioned by Ma, the eWTP would be a duty-free and tax-free global free trade
zone for small business engaged in e-commerce.
Alibaba’s global leadership has been largely underwritten by Americans, starting with U.S. developed
NTR technology, processes and systems and major investment by Yahoo and Wall Street’s largest
($22 billion) initial public offering ever at $68 per share. Despite China’s recent economic downturn
and Alibaba’s aggressive horizontal and global expansion expenditures that dropped Alibaba’s stock
price to $57 per share in August 2015, rebounded by 74% in August 2016 to $99 per share. Most
analysts maintain their bullish views on Alibaba Group’s future. Jobenomics agrees and believes that
Alibaba has positioned itself well to respond to China’s economic downturn and China’s strategic
financial needs—building a viable middle class and transitioning China from a physical to a digital
economy. Alibaba sales increase indicates an increase in domestic consumption that is vital to
Chinese economic growth. To a large extent, China’s economic future depends on the success of
Alibaba and other NTR-centric Chinese conglomerates. The same is true for the United States in
regard to companies like Amazon, other leading NTR-centric American corporations and emerging
enterprises.
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China’s phenomenal double-digit economic growth has been overwhelmingly manufacturing and
urban centric. In order to keep growing, the Chinese government is now pursuing an e-commerce
strategy for rural economic development with emphasis on provincial micro-business creation.
Chinese companies like, Alibaba and JD.com, are central to this e-commerce strategy. Even with
China’s economic downturn, Chinese online consumption grew 33% in 2015, compared to U.S. online
sales growth of 15%. The top 500 largest online retailers serving the Chinese e-tailing marketplace
grew by an astonishing 57% in 2015. The top 500 is represented by approximately 400 Chinese
companies, 50 American companies and 50 other international companies. The growth rate of for
the 50 American e-tailing companies in China was 24% compared to 71% for the Chinese
counterparts. 27 American growth was due to popular U.S. iconic products, like iPhones, which are
increasingly being replaced by higher quality Chinese products and knockoffs.
Alibaba’s phenomenal growth was due largely to urban (Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Guangzhou, etc.)
customer loyalty programs, aligning e-commerce to social and entertainment networks, and the
creation and financing of approximately 10 million new Chinese microbusinesses. By investing in the
rural population, which is roughly the same size as the 700 million-strong urban population or twice
the size of the entire U.S. population of 320 million, Alibaba hopes to develop a huge new customer
loyalty base that has been previously shutout of China’s economic miracle. Alibaba has been
aggressively reinvesting its capital reserves in developing a rural e-commerce platform and acquiring
peripheral companies and technology to augment this platform. Alibaba is investing $2 billion in
training locals, providing free computers, arranging startup financing, and establishing a logistical
supply chain to connect 100,000 villages to its e-commerce platform by 2018.
With its revolutionary business model, Alibaba’s Ant Financial has grown to a $60-billion company in
just three years and is set to revolutionize the world of finance, with emphasis on rural China.
Officially known as Zhejiang Ant Small & Micro Financial Services Group, Ant Financial has its own
financial network, money market fund (Yu’ebao) and a credit scoring system with 400 million active
users. Just as the name “ant” implies, Ant Financial focuses on the little guy. Most of the active users
are poor people who are not rich enough to meet minimum bank deposit standards or invest in the
stock market. In addition, Ant Financial loans are aimed at helping over 100 million Chinese micro
businesses, with emphasis on impoverished rural communities. 28
In times past, the regime in Beijing would have been skeptical of Alibaba’s grand plan of building
millions of microbusinesses at the base of China’s economic pyramid, but times are different now.
The regime knows that domestic household consumption (36% in China compared to 69% in the
United States 29) must increase significantly in order to please the masses and allow the new Chinese
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digital economy to grow without dependency on the rest of the world as is the case with today’s
manufacturing-oriented economy.
The regime also knows that its large private sector businesses can create small businesses faster and
better than the government can. In June 2015, Premier Li publicly stated that the central government
is supporting (via tax breaks, underwriting small business loans, and cutting red tape) “migrant
workers, college graduates and army veterans who wish to return to their rural hometowns to start
new businesses, part of a national campaign to boost entrepreneurship and employment”. The
Chinese government is also supporting e-commerce companies, like Alibaba, to set up “consumption
finance” firms and offering these companies equal access to public services (social insurance,
housing, education and healthcare) in order to encourage netizens to seek new careers or start
microbusinesses in rural regions. 30
Chinese e-Commerce Boom. According to a Nielsen Global Survey, 98% of Chinese respondents
made online purchases during the year with emphasis on household consumables and other
products. From June 2014 to June 2015, sales of groceries climbed 52%, beverages 72% and products
86%. In addition to purchasing, the entire Chinese retail experience is being transformed by new NTR
technology from the retail experience through the complete supply chain and delivery services.
According to the report, most Chinese consumers still prefer using their computers to make online
purchases but Chinese mobile purchases are increasing rapidly in comparison to the rest of the world.
“Chinese dependence on mobile phone apps to place orders is far higher than in other surveyed
countries, with 98% meal delivery services, 95% baby and children products, 91% IT and mobile goods
and 90% packaged grocery food, were made via apps on smartphones.” The use of digital payment
systems in China is far higher (86%) than the average (43%) of the 26 surveyed countries. 31
The Chinese e-Commerce boom has come at an incredible cost to private sector NTR giants like
Alibaba, Baidu and Tencent that has collectively invested tens of billions of dollars in consolidating
and buying market share in China’s rapidly growing e-economy. In 2015, China’s on-demand sharing
economy totaled $1.95 trillion with over 500 million on-line customers. To generate this level of
interest, up from near zero a decade earlier, three NTR giants had to offer generous and deep
discounts on almost every product and service in a brutal competition to build brand and market
share. Now that industry consolidation is almost complete and market share is dominated by three
mega-conglomerates, the wave of steep discounting and lucrative reward programs for Chinese
consumers may be at an end. Rather than building a loyal customer base, they built an ecosystem
dependent on bargain hunting. It will be interesting to witness if Chinese e-commerce will continue
to boom if addicted consumers undergo a radical withdrawal from steeply discounted products and
services. As prices increase more and more Chinese consumers may consider saving rather than
bingeing too-good-to-be-true prices. Chinese are some of the most notorious savers in the world.
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Chinese Private Sector e-Commerce Banking. The partnership between the Chinese government,
state-owned industries and the private sector with the Chinese digital economy strategic framework
is not without problems, but on the whole the partnership is making some remarkable strides even in
unproven NTR technologies. Blockchain serves as an excellent example in as much as blockchain
technology provides a means for people to share reliable and tamper-proof lists of information
known as distributed ledgers.
Unlike America’s digital giants, blockchain technology is being aggressively pursued by China network
and financial technology (fintech) giants, such as Baidu, Tencent and Alibaba. These fintech pioneers
already have more clients and payments systems than the entire, predominantly government-owned,
Chinese banking system, and are using NTR technology, systems and processes to create new
Chinese-dominated global banking system.
In June 2016, Baidu, China’s Google, invested $60 million in the U.S.-based Circle Internet Financial to
expand in China using Circle’s proprietary bitcoin blockchain and artificial technology that allows
Chinese clients to access a highly-secured money transfer and payment network. Circle’s technology
allows customers to sign up via email or text, snap a picture of their debit card, credit card or bank
account to pay or get paid instantly at no charge without limits on how much they send, receive or
cash out. Circle China has been created as an independent company with local investors to capitalize
on China’s masses that are comfortable with social media payments and money transfer.
On 31 May 2016, a 31-member group launched the Financial Blockchain Shenzhen Consortium that
will collaborate on the creation of group-wide blockchain projects focused on the development of a
global securities trade platform and services for offering credit, digital asset registry and invoice
management. Financial Blockchain Shenzhen Consortium consists of Tencent, owners of WeChat that
has more than 760 million users; Ping An Bank, one of China’s biggest government-owned financial
conglomerates; and 29 other notable Chinese and international finance and tech firms.
In July 2016, Alibaba’s Ant Financial and the Microfinance Management arm of China’s Foundation
for Poverty Alleviation concluded an agreement to jointly help lift people lift out of poverty with the
aid of the internet and blockchains to more than 300 national and provincial counties by 2020.
Donors on Alibaba’s “Ant Love” charity platform will be able to track transaction histories and gain a
clearer understanding of how their donations are used.32 33 34
Implementation of blockchain technology in China will be much different from the Western approach
of employing blockchains from within the banking system. China intends to utilize fintech industries,
like those described above, to push technology into government-controlled institutions. To do so, the
Chinese government has instituted a half-way house, called the China Ledger Alliance (aka
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ChinaLedger), which will be managed by a non-profit research institution (Wanxiang Blockchain Labs).
ChinaLedger is currently an alliance of a dozen regional commodity exchanges, equity exchanges and
financial asset exchanges with the aim of creating an open source blockchain protocol. Numerous
leading Western blockchain and network technology experts are participating as key members of
ChinaLedger’s “advisory” counsels. As reported by China Daily, the leading English-language news
organization in China, blockchain technology will be used in China's fledgling social security system
that currently has $285 billion under management (the United States Social Security Trust Fund is
$2.8 trillion) but increasing at a rate of 25% per year. 35
According to Citigroup, “financial-technology companies in China have passed a ‘tipping point’ in
disrupting the banking industry owing to their surging number of customers….Chinese fintech firms
have now gained considerable market share in e-commerce and third-party payments, and are faster
than lenders in offering alternatives to traditional banking services”. 36 According to The Wall Street
Journal, “the future of banking is in China”, namely with tech companies that “use internet payment
systems as a wedge into an array of money-management services”. 37
Conclusion. It will be interesting to see if China can replicate its manufacturing economic miracle in
the digital world.
A pessimist would argue that a centralized economy controlled by ideological forces will eventually
stifle creativity offered by a free and open marketplace. An optimist would argue that while only half
of its netizens are currently connected to the internet, China’s rate of internet user growth has been
significant, especially considering population size and geographical constraints of the country.
Furthermore, an optimist would counter with an assertion that China is likely to succeed based on
China’s strategic framework, commitment to higher education and training, access to “free” digital
toolsets and intellectual capital, a generous amount of investment capital for business development
and enthusiastic private sector support.
Jobenomics takes the position that China will likely achieve NTR dominance over in China and its
strategic partners, but is likely to fall short of global dominance unless its digital economy becomes
more transparent, open and reciprocal with all of its global trading partners. NTR dominance does
not have to be a zero-sum game but will likely be, especially over the next decade. Jobenomics
believes that the emerging digital economy offers a unique ecosystem where China and the United
States could cooperate to create a global digital economy that would lift all economies to the benefit
of the global whole.
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